The Year and the Century. The closing of a year which is itself the last year of a century is not only an opportunity for retrospect but an incentive to it, and as the great hell boomed forth the midnight hour, and with impassive monotony hammered out the last stroke of the century, we could not but let our mind drift back, not through the past year alone but through the many which had preceded it, to the time when, a hundred years ago, this wonderful nineteenth century was just dawning upon the world. As for the past year we found in its history no cause for exuberant joyfulness. Much as we may wish for peace, and vigorously as we may try to make believe that peace is near, we are still in the midst of war; war is still the main topic, the standing excuse for ill-timed shouts of triumph among the people, as it is for anxiety among those who think ; while next to war the most important subject which occupies men's minds is the apparent proof, which has cropped up on many sides, of the extent to which England }is being beaten by its many rivals in the perhaps peaceful but none the less vital arena of commerce, Thus the history of the year does not allow of much jubilation to the thoughtful Englishman. Still, when we allowed ourselves to look further back and to consider the whole century rather than the single year, we found some crumbs of comfort in the thought that when it began our forbears were far worse off than we are now; and as we lay listening to the chimes tinkling from many churches on that new year's morn, the b right spot, the one thing that took us from the somewhat dreary prospects of the moment, was the vista of marvellous progress which the history of the century has displayed.
A Hundred Years Ago.
In the year 1800 England was still at war with France as she had been for seven long years. Everywhere there was the greatest distress and everywhere the gravest discontent.
Income tax was twice as high as it is now, and provisions of every kind were so dear that among all but those who were well off the urgent necessity of obtaining food prevented almost every other kind of expenditure. The farmers and the landowners alone were prosperous, and perhaps for very contrast with the hardships of the poor, the fashion with the wealthy was to gorge themselves with meats and drinks to an extent which in these days we should regard as bestial. Nevertheless, thinkers and investigators were at work even in those dark days. Volta was developing his voltaic pile the essential facts of galvanism were being investigated, machinery was being improved, the steam By contraries this brings us to the question of enteric fever, a disease which has shown itself peculiarly masterful in South Africa, and in regard to which endless discussions have taken place throughout the year. It cannot be said that either the experience or the discussions have added much to our knowledge. We knew pretty well before the war how typhoid fever was spread, and the terrible outbreak which has so hampered the conduct of the war has but proved that our knowledge on the subject was right.
War is war, however, and we are told that one of the risks which troops must always run is that of being decimated by typhoid fever, that it is all in the day's work whether they are hit by a bullet or a microbe.
Still we do not think that the last word has been said* in regard to prevention. Undoubtedly the teach-ing of the campaign so far as typhoid is concerned is that in the conduct of a war both officers and men must learn not merely to put up with hut to actively assist in intelligently carrying out a sanitary discipline for stricter than anything that was at all attempted in South Africa until after typhoid had obtained a footing among our troops. In fact we may doubt whether, even after all the lessons that have been given us, the sanitary organisation of our camps is yet such as would satisfy the medical officers of health of some of our great towns.
Buxlet "Wounds.
The surgical observations of the year have been concerned chiefly with bullet wounds, with operations on the stomach and the pancreas, and with the] use of massage and more or less immediate movement in the treatment of certain kinds of fracture. There can be little doubt that many of the crude theories which were put forward at the time of the Greco-Turkish War in regard to the action of high velocity bullets will have to be modified. The fact is being appreciated that the problem of the action of a bullet impinging upon the human body is a very much more complex one than some people have appeared to think, and we have no doubt that when the experience of this war comes to be carefully collated a great deal of useful information on the subject will be elicited.
In the meantime the great lesson has been driven home that no pains can be too great to take to ensure the highest degree of asepticity which can be attained under the trying circumstances of war.
The Great Desideratum. 
